
ESSAY WRITER BOTH SIDES

An argumentative essay might seem very easy to write at first. Gather Evidence ; Write the essay; Present both sides of
the controversy.

Gather Evidence One of your essay's first objectives will be to assess both sides of your issue. Here are some
examples:. People who consistently use either style decrease the likelihood of plagiarizing other literary
works. Sample Answer with Discourse Markers Here is the sample answer again with the discourse markers in
bold. An argument essay, as with all essays, should contain three parts: the introduction , the body, and the
conclusion. Write down your ideas and don't limit. When shaping an argument you'll have to explain why your
belief is reasonable and logical, so list points you can use as evidence for or against an issue. A year of
national service with minimum-wage pay should be required of all year-olds in the United States. By
following the structure above, we have fully discussed both sides of the argument and given our opinion. The
opinion is presented in the introduction and re-stated in the conclusion. Conclusion A strong conclusion can
help summarize your point of view and reinforce with your reader why your stance is the best option. In other
words a clear introduction, main body and conclusion will provide an acceptable structure for most academic
essays. This exercise will help you understand the structure. Lexical Resource This is also one of the four
criteria you will be marked on and it refers to your ability to use a wide range of accurate vocabulary. Final
Tips When writing your essay, consider these tips to help craft the most rational and poignant argument for
your readers. She lectures and writes about study skills. After describing the "other" side, present your own
viewpoint and then provide evidence to show why your position is the correct one. In other words, you must
be prepared to prove your points. Using too many of them, or using them inappropriately, can make your
writing sound too heavy and unnatural. Discuss both sides and give your opinion. Many arguments have been
made for and against free trade between nations. However, this does not mean that you should try to insert as
many of these words in to your writing as possible. As an example, the table below contains notes taken
during a brainstorming session on a proposal that students should not be required to take physical-education
courses. As you list possible topics, keep in mind that your eventual goal is not simply to vent your feelings on
an issue but to support your views with valid information. However, many disagree and feel that technology
deprives people of real human interaction. Referencing will also protect a writer from any accusations of
plagiarism or academic deceit. Write the Essay Once you've given yourself a solid foundation of information,
begin to craft your essay. Just make sure that they are issues--matters open to discussion and debate.
Coherence and cohesion: The model answer is clearly structured, with each body paragraph discussing a
different side of the argument. Cell phones should or should not be banned in all classrooms. It is better to risk
over-referencing, than to miss a key reference and become involved in a dispute. Wikipedia is a prime
example, where students can simply type in any keyword and gain access to in-depth knowledge quickly and
easily. A few hours of PE courses never hurt anybody. You need one good reason for each side. As you draw
up your list of key arguments , start thinking ahead to the next step, in which you must support each of these
observations with specific facts and examples. Final grades should be eliminated in all courses and replaced by
grades of pass or fail.


